REGION 1

Women’s Qualifiers
Sarah Bradley, Calvin College
Jenna Nagy, St. Catherine University
Allison Fitzgerald, Denison University
Kayley Alioto, University of Wisconsin, La Crosse
Agnes Lo, University of Chicago

Alternates
1M – Natalie Demuro, University of Chicago
3M – Madeline Woods, Kalamazoo College

Men’s Qualifiers
Max Levy, Denison University
Jake Burris, Albion College
Brian Allen, Denison University
Henry Swett, Albion College
Heath Ogawa, Lake Forest College
Dylan Glumac-Berberich, University of Wisconsin, Eau Claire
Michael Moentmann, Calvin College
Jean-luc Miralda, Hope College
Ryan Mcclelland, John Carroll University

Alternates
3M – Michael Burke, Denison University
1M – Owen Gluck, University of Wisconsin, Stevens Point

REGION 2

Women’s Qualifiers
Sarah Hayhurst, Centre College
Maia Presti, Claremont-Mudd-Scripps Colleges
Sarah Kate Mrkonich, Trinity University (Texas)
Emily Ramos, Washington University- St. Louis
Mollie Patzke, Trinity University (Texas)
Alternates
3M – Carli Lessard, Claremont-Mudd-Scripps Colleges
1M – Mikaela Lengwin, Loras College

Men’s Qualifiers
Kendall Hollimon, Claremont-Mudd-Scripps Colleges
Chaz Brouillette, Birmingham Southern College

Alternates
1M/3M – Trevor Burke, Emory University

REGION 3

Women's Qualifiers
Maura Sticco-Ivins, Wellesley College
Carmen White, New York University
Ariana Ross, Williams College
Vivian Zhou, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Morgan Matranga, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Jessica Kugleman, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Elyse Stone, Smith College

Alternates
1M- Kelly Ryser, New York University
3M- Sierra Skaza, Springfield College

Men's Qualifiers
Connor Brisson, New York University
Matthew Rohrer, Tufts University
Sam Hoyt, Union College
Samuel Solomon, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Matt Mintz, Union College
Matthew Edkins, St. Lawrence University
Mitchell Ryan, Bowdoin College

Alternates
1M/3M – Mike Chirico, Middlebury
REGION 4

Women’s Qualifiers
Nickie Griesemer, Ithaca College
Meghan Bartlett, The State University of New York at Fredonia
Lindsey Suddaby, Ithaca College
Machika Kaku, Carnegie Mellon University
Claudia Kolakowski, State University of New York at Geneseo
Meghan Kilgallon, State University of New York College at Brockport
Katie Helly, Ithaca College

Alternates
3M – Sarah Grassi, The College of New Jersey
1M – Alyssa Wishart, Ithaca College

Men’s Qualifiers
Arron Carlson, The State University of New York at Fredonia
Samuel Randall, State University of New York at Geneseo
Johnathan Morris, Rowan University
Gabe Arias, State University of New York College at Brockport
Sean Piacente, Rowan University
Lee Wade, State University of New York at Cortland

Alternates
1M – Gabriel Bamforth, Carnegie Mellon University
3M – Matthew Merchant, State University of New York College at Brockport